In this issue of Clinical Cancer Research, Paweletz and colleagues (1) describe a next-generation sequencing (NGS) assay to detect multiple actionable genetic changes in cell-free plasma DNA of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients.
Over the past decade, the development of genotype-directed therapeutic strategies has transformed the treatment of NSCLC. Large-scale genomic analysis has led to the characterization of multiple key targetable molecular aberrations in NSCLC, including somatic mutations in EGFR, BRAF and HER2, and rearrangements involving ALK, ROS1 and RET (2) . These molecular targets each confer differential sensitivity to various therapeutic agents such as EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), ALK-directed TKIs, and others. Matching the therapies with the genetic profiles of individual tumors has led to improved clinical benefit compared to nontargeted therapies.
One of the major hurdles in the practical implementation of targeted therapies in NSCLC is the limited availability of tumor biopsy materials for molecular profiling at the time of disease diagnosis. Even when tissue biopsy is available, it may occasionally fail to detect driver mutations due to spatial heterogeneity or sub-optimal tissue quality. In the relapse setting, the growing availability of new therapeutic agents that effectively target resistance-conferring mutation calls for the need to This study adds another example to demonstrate the potential of using plasma DNA as a noninvasive tool for clinical genotyping in cancer. Importantly, this study, together with other NGS-based NSCLC assays reported to date (6) (7) (8) , illustrates the strength of using NGS approach to screen multiple types of oncogenic drivers in parallel for comprehensive genomic plasma profiling in NSCLC. The advantages of a comprehensive approach are two-fold: it increases the chance of detecting at least one actionable oncogenic driver in a single attempt, such that potentially minimal time and clinical materials are required; it also reveals the presence of multiple concurrent drivers and tracks their relative abundance over time, such that the most dominant actionable drivers can be identified timely for clinical intervention ( Figure   1 ). In NSCLC in particular, the expanding understanding of resistance mechanisms in the settings of first-and third-generation TKIs has led to the proposal of novel treatment strategies, including the optimization of dosage schedule (9) and the administration of sequential or combination therapies (10) . These new possible regimens urge for a tool that can accurately profile the tumor genome safely and repeatedly. There are multiple challenges in translating NGS-based plasma profiling assays to clinical implementation. The analytical workflow needs to be standardized such that it could be completed within a clinically compatible timeframe at a reasonable cost. In this regard, the fact that the assay reported by Paweletz et al is capable of a turnaround time of 6 business days from blood-draw to result is encouraging, yet leaving room for improvement. Technical challenges specific to the handling of plasma samples also need to be addressed, including the effects of pre-analytical factors, such as potential delays in samples processing, on the quality and integrity of the samples (11) . The analytical performance of the assay, including sensitivity, specificity and reproducibility, needs to be thoroughly validated in a clinically certified laboratory. To date, there are at least two commercially available blood-based EGFR mutation assays that have obtained CE marking, an European conformity standard for in-vitro diagnostic medical device, to screen for EGFR mutations in the blood of NSCLC patients to guide TKI therapies. These assays include the Therascreen® EGFR RGQ Plasma PCR kit (Qiagen) and the Cobas® EGFR Mutation Test v2 (Roche), both of which target multiple reported mutations in EGFR. They represent the first regulatory registration of liquid biopsy companion diagnostic tests for TKI in NSCLC. It is expected that the number of plasma DNA profiling assays involving other molecular markers in NSCLC will continue to grow across the world.
As cancer care develops towards precision medicine, tumor profiling using NGSbased, multiple-gene assays has demonstrated remarkable throughput and robustness in a clinical setting to guide treatment decision (12) . We envision that longitudinal blood-based profiling will supplement tumor genotyping to track the heterogeneous, evolving genomic landscape to inform treatment strategies and achieve safer, more precise cancer management. 
